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Abstract Malaysian animation industry have successfully become one of the main media in promoting Malaysian culture especially to local people. The combination of Malaysia unique traditional and modern culture in animation seems to become one of the key factors. One of Malaysia local animation studios known as Les Copaque is the closest model that we can see to use our unique culture in their animation series called Upin Dan Ipin. However, unique culture and animation without proper storytelling will lead to nothing. Therefore, this research is to study on how important is storytelling in creating a good animation that can make an impact to a viewer and memorizing how great the story is.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of research

Animation has become one of the main media in spreading news, story, and educational across the world. In the past few years, Malaysia animation industry has grown stronger and become a main platform in educating the public about culture, religious and life style. The only reason why the animation is succeeding or not it’s because of the storytelling itself. Storytelling is the most important element that every animator and director need to understand in order to come out with a super strong animation. However, is not an easy task to come out with a great storytelling, there is a lot of research and experiment need to be done or else the storytelling will not go as we expected. Therefore, in this research we will discuss how to produce a great storytelling especially in Malaysia animation industries.

Storyline and storytelling is an element of story. Story is defined as a series of an event that happen every day in our life whether we notice it or not, it happens every single second in our life even when we sleep. In other word, story also known as narrative, but there are no different at all between story and narrative because “Story” and “narrative” mean the same thing. “Narrative” is simply a more academic term than “story” (Eric Miller, 2011). In stories, there must be storyline and storytelling because story is built from these two components. Storyline is define as a sequence of event that does not need a beginning, middle or an ending. Even more, storyline also didn’t need a character.

Other than that, storytelling is the activity of telling or writing stories like an example a mother read a fairy tale book for her daughter. That act can be define as storytelling. Storytelling is how we as an audience will be introduce to a storyline. It’s how the storyline will be related with other storyline. According to (Eric Miller, 2011), he state that storytelling can be define as relating the series of event. In a simple phrase, storytelling is an activity of relating a storyline such as from storyline A, it will lead to storyline B and so on. When it goes to animation, the definition of storytelling is a bit different, but it remains the same activities. The only difference is the way of the act because in animation, we tell the stories trough the visual narrating or visual storytelling which mean the stories is delivered from the movement and the acting in the animation itself.

No doubt storytelling It’s a main key in creating an animation film and without it, the animation will become pointless and waste of time. As the co-founder of Pixar Animations studios and president of Pixar and Disney Animation, Ed Catmull(2014) wrote in his book, “the first principle was “Story Is King,” by which we meant that we would let nothing—not the technology, not the merchandising possibilities—get in the way of our story. We took pride in the fact that reviewers talked mainly about the way Toy Story made them feel and not about the computer wizardry that enabled us to get it up on the screen. We believed that this was the direct result of our always keeping story as our guiding light.” This is the style and philosophies that Pixar animation crew use in every single of their film.

Figure 1.1.1 Malaysian first animation Hikayat Sang Kancil
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It same goes to Malaysia animation industries that started in 1978 when Filem Negara Malaysia (FNM) produce the first local short animated film known as Hikayat Sang Kancil(As shown on Figure 1.1.1). The film was directed by Malaysia’s father of animation Hassan Muthalib and was aired on RTM in 1984 as a commercials breaks. Even the film just as commercials break and only four minutes long, it was succeed and make a huge impact to local society especially children’s. The film was about a deer with its friends a turtle farming together and a lazy monkey who accidental eats a chili’s after he lied to get free fruits. The main point of the film is to educate the society to not being lazy and liars. Even though the story and the animation is simple but it’s full of lesson and it’s easy to understand. This is why storytelling is really important when it comes to animation. Storytelling must be set as a top priority in order to catch a viewer attentions.

Since that, few film and animated series have been made and all the background stories is based on Malaysian culture, folk tale, and lifestyles. In 1998, The first Malaysia animation film, Silat Leganda that have won the special award on 14-Malaysian Film Festival. It was directed by the same directors of Hikayat Sang Kancil, Hassan Muthalib. However, not every film and animated series that have been made succeed. Silat Leganda only got MYR141,700 in return after costing around MYR6 million and 2 years of production time. On top of that, it’s just aired on cinema for 12 day in 18 cinemas only. Even though the story is good, but not so many people love animations back in the days especially adult because they think animations just for children’s. On top of that, the quality of the animation is also not in the highest performance, the movement are stiff and it lack in term of marketing strategy.

Figure 1.1.2 Geng pengembaraan bermula

However, on 2009 Malaysian animation industry gain the respect from the society when Upin dan Ipin animated series become the national sensation. The series only took 5 minutes long in every episodes and the story is about a twins brother Upin and Ipin live in the village. The content of the stories is simple and only have few shot in one episodes, but what make it a huge success during that time is the way of the storytelling that entertain the viewer and at the same time educate about culture and religious. The series was aired during the holy month of Ramadan and it suit the story background that promoting Islamic Culture. Since that, Upin and Ipin not just famous in Malaysia but that series also famous in Indonesia. Not long after that, Upin and Ipin debut their first film “Geng: Pengembaraan bermula”(As shown on Figure 1.1.2) on February 12, 2009 with MYR4.2 million of budget. The film has been aired for 7 weeks on 56 local cinemas and successfully gain MYR6.3 million during that time. The film officially become top selling in the year of 2009. This film was successful because they have strong base of storytelling that they have shown or introduce in the animated series before the actual film was publish. People already know their flow of storytelling that have cute twins brother character with their other friends who not just Malays but also a Chinese and Indian. This is the way they promoting their film, they not just targeting Malays audience but they also targeting Chinese and Indian audience since Malaysia is known as multiracial country. This is the advantage for every Malaysian who want to make an animation, because we have a variety of culture that we can make as a base storytelling.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Storytelling is the element of story that can be define as relating the series of event (Eric Miller, 2011). In animation, storytelling is shown by the movement of the character that are relating in the stories. Storytelling are connected with human life and because of that we need to understand about human emotion, motivation, and, psychology to have a great storytelling. Storytelling is what connects us to our humanity. It is what links us to our past, and provides a glimpse into our future. Since humans first walked the earth, they have told stories (J. Ferreira, 2015).

2.2 What is lack in Malaysian animation industry

Other than that, storytelling is also a main ingredient to have a great animation and without it, the animation will look boring and fail to grab the attention of the audience. As we can see, Malaysian first musical animation facing a huge failure after the film, “Oh! La La” only got MYR37 thousand after spending MYR4 million to produce the film. This film are lack in many aspects such as storyline, storytelling, animation principle, character design, and also promotion. The animation looks like 80’s and 90’s animation in term of quality and it should not happen when you live in 21 century. The character design does not show the element of Malaysian and also look very stiff. This film shows why research is needed to come out with great storytelling as being told by (Hassan Muthalib, 2017), “Attention must be given to story development, script writing, and visual development rather than production design. This will give more impact to the animation.”

Even though Upin dan Ipin impress most of Malaysian citizen when the first film (Geng: Pengembaraan bermula) make a debut. They are still lack in term of storytelling because according to (Nur Afifah, 2016), “The Geng Pengembaraan Bermula was listed in the Malaysia Book of
Records as the first 3D Malay animation film in Malaysia. This film has gained public recognition in various film festivals, locally and internationally. Surprisingly, in terms of its narrative, the plot portrayed in this film has lack of continuity issues. The adventure as the main thrust of this film becomes unclear due to its loose narrative.” Attention must be given in developing a storytelling rather than anything because Malaysian animation still put the production design as a priority. The awareness must be spread since animation is not easy to make and it involve big amount of budget and time consuming.

2.3 Rule of great storytelling

Good animation have good storytelling but great animation have great storytelling. Therefore, there are few rule or tips to produce great storytelling that animators and directors especially in Malaysia need to concern. First thing first, great storytelling has clear structure and purpose. It’s how you make people understand about the story and why they need to know about the stories. According to (Brian G, 2016) “By crafting a story that you are passionate to tell because it serves a real purpose, your stories will have bigger impact on the world.” Secondly, great storytelling have underdog character. People love to see underdog character that have battling for their life, facing hard life, and struggle. Pixar explains that we as the audience admire a character for trying more than for their success. In other words, it’s more about the character’s journey than it is their actual destination (Emma Coats, 2012). Great storytelling have the element of surprise and unexpected, it’s really important to have this element to make sure the story are not soulless. Finally great storytelling are simple and focus, audience didn’t like to take much time to figure out what the story is. Therefore, the stories must simple and focus in order to grab the attention of the audience.

2.4 Conclusion

In the previous research that I found about Malaysian animation, most of it are talk about Malaysian citizen who are not have interest to watch local animation because of the influence of overseas animation. According to (Ameir, 2015) he stated that “local audience are not like Japan and other Western country who have big fan base in their country.” Other than that, there are few article that talk about why most of Malaysian animation didn’t succeed even spending big money on the film but they didn’t mention oh how to counter the problem. Most of it just stated about how bad the animation, storyline, and the marketing. However, in this research, we found that Malaysian animation are not too bad because some of it are really succeed even the quality its not like the animation from overseas. Other than that, the main objective of this research also to spread the awareness of the important to have great storytelling to produce an animation that other researcher didn’t emphasize. The quality of animation can be improve by have great storytelling and because of this research is important for Malaysia animation industry to improve our quality of animation storytelling.

III. METHODOLOGY & RESULTS

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I will explain about the methodology of this research which is the importance of great storytelling in Malaysia Animation Industries. The model that have been choose is from Pixar animation studios that have been use by many organization as their guidance to have a great storytelling. This model is called Pixar’s Story Design Philosophy from Cooper Hewitt exhibition. Pixar is known as modern-day storytelling master and it is undeniable because most of their film won many award and give huge impact to audience. Because of that, in this chapter, we will discover how to increase the quality of the storytelling in Malaysia animation industry by following the method that Pixar animation use.

There are few element that are very important to have a great storytelling as being stated by (John Lasseter, 2016) every great story contains three foundation element which is start with compelling narrative, develop memorable and appealing characters, and lastly create a believable world. However to adapt these element in Malaysian animation industry, we need to continuously repeating the cycle of research, collaboration, and iteration until the foundation of the story is strong, and clear. In order to achieve the target to improving our storytelling quality in Malaysia, we need to understand all the element in Pixar Story Design Philosophy. Therefore in this chapter, we will discover how this model work and how it can help Malaysian animation industry in term of storytelling.

3.2 Research

Research is one of the important element not just to identify the story structure but also to understand what the story need. This can be seen when Pixar bring the whole illustrator and technical designer team for the film Cars to a trip to the oldest America’s highways to experience, collecting photo and memorabilia along the way. This is the first thing Pixar team do before anything else, they do the research before anything else. Even though the team is full of expertise in the industry, research is still become the top priority to have a solid idea for the storytelling.
During the research phase for Ratatouille, the team met with a woman who lived with 36 rats. The R&D teams also meeting some expert in the area for Ratatouille film such as the late grate Anthony Bourdain to talk about his experience and memorable meal at the restaurant. According to (Christopher Boone, 2016), Each director spends between four to five months crafting pitches for three separate project ideas. The director then presents each one of these pitches to John Lasseter. Other than that, (Davidson, 2016) also stated “the purpose of the R&D phase at Disney and Pixar is to deepen the original story idea from the pitch. Even fantasy worlds undergo intense research. The research not only influences how the world is depicted the film, but can also inspire changes in the characters.”

3.3 Collaboration

Collaboration is define as the action of working with someone to produce something. In animation industry, one company are collaborating with other company to have something new or fresh such as, Pixar animation collaborating with Disney in making their film. As result, the combination of their idea creating or giving something new to the story. According to (Nadidah Coveney, 2017) “Collaboration is the key to your success. It starts with you knowing what you’d like to accomplish while utilizing your resources to achieve a goal. Whether it’s in business or managing your career, collaboration is vital to your success”. However, in Malaysia, everyone is for himself and there is no company or organization that want to work together as a team. As result, the quality of the storytelling are still the same. Even the audience love it, but it doesn’t mean they will love it forever. People are easy to get boring these day, because of that a local company like Les Copaque, Animonsta, or Waw Animation need to work together combining their idea and create something remarkable for animation industry in this country. In addition, Malaysian also have many talented storyteller such as Dato Lat, Hassan Muthalib, Mamat Khalid, and many more. These type of people already spending many years doing a research about Malaysian history and filmmaking and there is no problem if local animation company want to use their idea or collaborate with them in improving the level of our storytelling.

3.4 Iteration

Base on Cambridge dictionary, iteration is a process of doing something again and again, usually to improve it. It same goes to storytelling when the whole team go through the same process again and again to improve the idea or expand the idea wider. Both Pixar and Disney share the motto of “Be wrong fast” so that they can go back to the same process and identify what is wrong with the story or figure out what is not working with the idea. The faster the teams can find and solve the story problems, the better the process and the film will be in longer time. In Malaysia, we can make Upin Dan Ipin as the example of iteration process. When the series are airing in 2009, they get verity of feedback both positive and negative from the audience. All they did is go trough back to the process and change what need to be change and improve what need to be improved. As result, Upin Dan Ipin getting better even they still lack in certain part like visual storytelling. Figure 3.4.1 and figure 3.4.2 the improvement between 2009 Upin dan Ipin series and the upcoming film called Keris Siamang Tungal.
3.5 Appeal

Appeal is one of the 12 principles of animation written by Disney animators, Ollie Johnston and Frank Thomas in their book. Appeal in animation is like an actor to have a charisma in their acting to show clearly to audience what are they doing. It’s important to show what the character is doing to make the audience understand the story. According to (Amber Rose, 2013) Carl from Disney Pixar “Up”. Not only does his design appeal to the audience as he looks like a cute grandpa, but his character development does to, he arcs from youthful and adventurous, to an old depressive grouch, to fun loving and fatherly. It’s this transition that really appeals to the heart of the audience and makes the film so successful. Therefore, appeal is an element that use to show clearly the visual of the storytelling, to show what is happening and to show what is going to happen. Few animation in Malaysia seems didn’t take this element serious in making their animation. One of the animation that seems didn’t take this element seriously is the film of Oh! La La. The character does not show enough emotion and clear purpose that make the audience stop watching it. Figure 3.5.1 shows that the character is emotionless and uninteresting.

3.6 Believability

Most of Pixar and Disney film are successful is because they make the audience truly believe in the character that has something special like superpower or something. When the character can make the audience laugh, sad, or even angry, that means the character successfully convince the audience mind to believe that the character in hard situation, or the character are truly evil. The main goal of character is to help the audience to connected to the story. When the audience fell connected to the story, they will put themselves in to the situation of the character and make them feel what the character feel. Upin dan Ipin is the best example for Malaysian animation that successfully make the audience believe and connected to the character. The cuteness of the twins sometimes can make the audience laugh and sometimes feel sad for them. Without the element of believability in storytelling, the animation is just an animation without soul. According to (Steven James,2017) “When I’m shaping a story, I continually ask myself, “What would this character naturally do in this situation?” As soon as characters act in ways that aren’t believable, either in reference to their characterizations or to the story’s progression, the reader loses faith in the writer’s ability to tell that story.

3.7 Story

(Ed Catmull, 2014) stated that “Story is king and trust the process”. The final element of Pixar Story Design Philosophy it’s the root of the animation which is story. At the heart of every great film or animation there is a great story that fuel up the entire process. Film and animation are exist because there is a story to tell and show. However to have a great story is not an easy task, it might take several time or even years to have one great story. In every great story, it must have all of its element such as setting, theme, character, plot, and conflict. The combination of all its element will bring you the story that have value and wow factors.

3.8 Data collecting method

When conducting this research, various source are being used in collecting the data. All data information are collected from the journals, article, books, and also from the previous research that related to this topic. In addition, I also
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watching few animation short to get some information about this research topic which is The Important of Great Storytelling in Malaysia Animation Industry. I also get the information from the Pixar Story Design Philosophy in how Pixar animation draft their storytelling.

3.9 Literature study
All information for this research are collected from the internet. Every information is focusing on the related topic about storytelling. Every journal, article, and book are come from google search. There is also a resource from the previous research collected from the internet. The previous research are about the quality of film language in Geng: Pengembaraan bermula animation film that are related to this research.

3.10 Observation
Observation for this research is done by watching animation short’s from few animation film on YouTube. The film like Hikayat Sang Kancil, Upin dan Ipin, Ejen Ali, and Oh! La La both has positive and negative impact on the quality of storytelling in Malaysia animation industry.

3.11 Data analysis methods
After data collection phase is done, all the data are drafted and being analysed to make sure all the information is based on the research area. All of the data then will be combine to fulfil the objective of this research.

3.12 Conclusion
Animation industry in Malaysia have growth drastically but there is still a lot to improve especially the storytelling. The Pixar story design philosophy is one of the best model that can be follow as a guideline to have a great storytelling. This model has every single element this research need and also expose a lot about animation story structure. Other than that, it’s also work very well for this research because every single element on this model explaining how the process done and how it will work with other process.
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